2019 Automotive

Sales Benchmarks
Review your sales
performance against these
industry benchmarks to
beat the competition and
exceed your goals

Average Sales Qualified Leads
by Channel
How does your dealership stack up?
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Average Sold Leads by Channel
How is your dealership performing?
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Average Close Rates by Dealership Size
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Beat these benchmarks
Consistently track these metrics to give your dealership an accurate pulse on the
factors impacting your sales pipeline.

Evaluate Your
Lead Generation

Evaluate
Your
Fix
Your Sales
LeadProcess
Generation

Not seeing quality leads
from your marketing
efforts? Increasing
budget isn’t the answer.
Instead, use the
benchmarks to move
budget to channels
delivering a higher % of
quality leads

Missed calls and
unlogged leads are
avoidable process
issues. If your numbers
are too high, consider
adding BDC resources or
invest in a sales safety
net solution.

www.foureyes.io
Source: Foureyes Automotive Website Visits Study; proprietary dataset of ~150 million

Empower Your
Salespeople
When salespeople fail to
follow-up or spend too
much time on admin
tasks, instead of selling,
your dealership’s close
rate suffers. Find ways to
automate mundane
tasks, to get your team
back on track.

info@foureyes.io

(971) 352 -3494

automotive website visits; YOY data from November 2017-2018

